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Abstract

In Geometric Semantic GP (GSGP), similarly to normal GP, parameter
tuning is necessary to attain good performances. Here we introduce a
method for self-tuning GSGP that not only saves the user the tuning task,
but it also outperforms traditional hand-tuned GSGP.

Introduction and basic notions. Geometric Semantic Genetic Program-
ming (GP) is a recent new variation of GP inspired by the work on geometric
operators [1] and it has successfully been compared to standard GP [2]. However,
GSGP still has the time-consuming task of parameter tuning. Here we propose
a method for self-tuning the crossover and mutation probabilities.

Self-tuning algorithm. The self-tuning algorithm is based on the idea that
each individual T in a population has its own crossover probability pc(T ) and
its mutation probability pm(T ) (initially a random number between 0 and 1).
During the crossover phase a pair of individuals T1 and T2 generates an individual
by crossover with probability p = 1

2 (pc(T1) + pc(T2)) and the resulting individual
Tc will have crossover probability pc(Tc) = p + r, where r is a small positive
random number (at most 0.01) if the fitness of Tc is better than the fitness of
both parents, and a small negative random number (at least −0.01) otherwise.
Similarly, an individual T is mutated with probability pm(T ), and its offspring
Tm will have mutation probability pm(Tm) = pm(T ) + r, where r is a small
positive number if the fitness of Tm is better than the fitness of T and a small
negative random number otherwise. Therefore, self-tuning actually increases
the crossover (resp., mutation) probability when the crossover (resp., mutation)
produces better offspring and it decreases the probability otherwise.
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Experimental results. We have used the %F, %PPB, and LD50 symbolic
regression datasets in the experiments (see [2] for a description). We have
compared GSGP with self-tuning against GSGP with mutation probability 0.5
and crossover probability 0.9. In both cases the population size was set to
100, the selection method used was tournament selection with tournament size
4, the population was initialized with the ramped-half-and-half method with
a maximum depth of 6, and the mutation step was set to 1. The functional
symbols were +, −, ×, and protected division; we allowed random constants in
[−100, 100] as terminals. We performed 100 independent runs each consisting
of 1000 generations. The dataset was split with 70% of the instances used as
training instances and the remaining used as test instances. Here we present the
results on the %PPB dataset, showing the fitness (calculated as the root mean
square error between target and predicted values) on the train and test sets on
the left, while the evolution of the median of the average crossover and mutation
probabilities generation by generation is shown on the right.
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In all the problems the median fitness obtained by self-tuning GSGP is lower (i.e.,
better) than the one obtained by normal GSGP. Moreover, in 2 of the problems,
the difference in terms of training fitness between the considered systems is
statistically significant. Considering the variation of the crossover and mutation
probabilities, the self-tuning method seems to “adapt” the two parameters to
the current state of the search.

Further remarks. We have introduced a self-tuning algorithm for GSGP
that, by changing the crossover and mutation parameters in an adaptive way, is
able to produce better results with respect to hand-tuned GSGP and to avoid
the time-consuming parameter tuning task. We plan to further investigate and
improve the effectiveness of this self-tuning algorithm.
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